Government of India  
Ministry of Railways  
(Railway Board)  

No.TC-I/2013/101/1  

New Delhi, dt. 26.02.2013  

Chief Commercial Manager  
SCR  
Secunderabad.  

Sub: Cancellation of indents after physical supply of wagons  

Please refer to SCR's letter No.C.310/RG.I/Gds.Sheds/P/Facilities dt.24.08.2011 forwarding the Audit suggestion regarding provision of penal clause to prevent the instances of cancellation of indents after supply of wagons.  

The matter has been examined. It is seen that Rule 201 of Goods Tariff and Para 1402 of Commercial Code authorizes railway administration to make temporary local variations in exceptional circumstances or to prevent the misuse of indenting process. Zonal Railway is advised to deal with exceptional circumstances as per the said provisions.  

(Aashima Mehrotra)  
Director, Traffic Comm.(Rates)  
Railway Board  

Copy to:  
Chief Commercial Manger,  
All Zonal Railways (except SCR)